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ABSTRACT 
Let llrll he a norm on C”. For A EM,,(C) denote by [(A([ the induced norm of A, 
by p(A) the spectral radius of A. It is proved here that if inf,,lJPAP-‘11 =&A), then 
((r(( is a transform absolute norm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C” be the n-dimensional vector space of column vectors r= 
(x,, * * * > qJT with complex entries rr, By M,(C) we denote the set of n X n 
complex valued matrices. Thus A E M,,(C) can be viewed as a linear operator 
A : C”+C”. Let p(A) be the spectral radius of A, i.e., p(A) = max{ IhI : A is an 
eigenvalue of A}, Recall that a functional II*11 : C”+Z? is a norm if the 
following conditions hold: 
1141 > 0 for all z-EC”, 
llrll=O if and only if z=O, (I4 
lldl = I4 1141 for xECY, aEC, (1.2) 
IIx+YII <Il4l+ll Yll for x, y E C”. (1.3) 
Recall the well known fact that all the norms on C” are equivalent. This in 
particular implies that 1) * II is a continuous functional The vector norm I 1x11 
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induces a norm on M,(C): 
IIAIl= sup # for AEM,( 
XEC”, X#O 
(1.4 
Since to each eigenvalue of A there corresponds an eigenvector, we im- 
mediately obtain the well-known inequality 
P(A) =G IIAIL (1.5) 
The classical result due to Householder [2, 31 states that for a given A 
and E > 0 there exists a norm 1 I x 11 such that 
IlAll =G P(A) + E. (1.6) 
If one examines the proof of (1.6) given in the book by Householder [4, 
Sec. 2.31, one discovers that the norm ]]x]] which satisfies (1.6) can be chosen 
to be absolute. We recall that a norm ]I xl] is called absolute if 
llxll = II I4 IL 0.7) 
where ](xi ,..., x,)]=(]xi] ,.,., lx,]). It is known (e.g. [4, Sec. 2.31) that (1.7) 
implies 
1141 < II YII if I4 < I YI. 0.8) 
Here by I4 < I YI we mean ]xi] < I yi], i= 1,. ..,n. A norm V(X) is called a 
transform of ]I xl] if there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that 
44 = IIWl* (1.9) 
If I] - )I is an absolute norm, then v is called a transform absolute norm. 
Clearly, the relation of v being transform of ]I . II is an equivalence relation on 
the class of all norms on C”. The following theorem specifies a choice of )I * 1) 
in (1.6). 
THEOREM 1. Let v be a transform absolute norm. Then for a given 
A E M,,(C) and E > 0 there exists a norm II ’ II which is a tramfnm of v such 
that (1.6) holds. 
As we mentioned above, this theorem can be easily deduced from [4, Sec. 
2.31. (It is enough to assume that v is absolute.) See [S, Sec. 1.2~1 for the 
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complete proof of this theorem. In [5, Sec. 1.2~. lo] it is asked whether 
Theorem 1 characterizes a transform absolute norm. The aim of this paper is 
to answer this problem positively. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 2. Let v be a rwrrn on C”. Assume that for any A E M,,(C) 
and E > 0 there exists a norm 1) * I( which is a transform of v such that (1.6) 
holds. Then v is a transfbrm absolute norm. 
For a proof of this theorem we shall make use of a well-known theorem 
of Kronecker (e.g. [l, Theorem 443, p. 3701). 
THEOREM 3 (Kronecker). Let O1,. . . ,/!I,, be real numbers such that 1, 
0 i,. . . ,8, are linearly independent over the field of rationals. Let 
+=e2+, j=l,..., n (i=V?). (2.1) 
Then the sequence {(X;l,...,?$‘)}F is dense on the torus 
T”={Tjq=(?jl,..., 71,)EC", ]q]=l,i=l,..., n}. (2.2) 
That is, given q E T” and E >O there exists an integer m such that 
I~j-Ayl<~, i=l ,***, n. (2.3) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let A = (A,, . . . ,A,,) E T” satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 3. Let A be a diagonal matrix of the form 
A=diag{A,,...,&,}. (2.4 
Clearly p(A)= 1. By the assumptions of the theorem, for each positive 
integer k there exists a nonsingular matrix Pk such that 
v(PkAPk-‘) < l+ l/k. (2.5) 
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Let e(l)=(fYfl ,..., S,)‘, j-1 ,..., n, be the standard basis in C”. Denote 
fit) = Pke(l)/y( Pke(j)), j=l,..., n, k=1,2 ,.... (2.6) 
The definition of the induced norm (1.4) and the inequality (2.5) imply 
V( ~~+x#))<(l+~)v( $‘lxiff))for xEC". (2.7) 
Since Y(# f)) = 1, there exists a subsequence { k}y such that 
rFmfll) zj-ci), v(f”))=l, j-1 ,..., n. (2.3) 
By specifying k = k, in (2.7) and letting r+cc we obtain 
Using the above inequality m - 1 times, one deduces 
(2.10) 
As the sequence {(A,” ,..., e)}r O” is dense in T”, from the continuity of 
the norm v we get 
Noting that ?j= (ef,. . . , ij,) E T” and ijf(qfxf) = xi, one deduces 
This finally establishes the equality 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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It is left to show that f(l), . . . ,f’“’ are linearly independent. Suppose that 
(2.14) 
j=l 
According to (2.13), 
v( j~~,kui_P)-ukfk~)=v( $p)=o. (2.15) 
so 
x Ui.p - qp’ = 0. (2.16) 
j=l,j#k 
By subtracting (2.16) from (2.14) one obtains 2uJck) =O. Since y(fck)) = 1, we 
get ak = 0. 6o f(l), . . . ,f(“) are linearly independent. 
Finally, let the columns of Q E M,(C) be the vectors f(l), . . . ,f(“). Define 
(2.17) 
According to (2.13), I] I] x is an absolute norm. The proof of Theorem 2 is 
completed. n 
REMARK. In fact we have proved a somewhat stronger result. That is, if 
A is any matrix whose eigenvalues Xi,. . . ,&, satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 3 and Y is a norm such that for any k there exists a matrix Pk 
satisfying (2.5), then v is a transform absolute norm. This result is analogous 
to a corresponding situation for numerical ranges of transform absolute 
norms (see [6, Theorem 3.111). 
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